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Phi Kappa Psi has served as steward of the Irving Literary Society
since 1888, a relationship forwarded into both our participation in the
CURP ’66 and the Residential Housing initiative of the 1990s. “The
Irving” is our hommage to the importance of intellect in Cornell Life.
Attached find some recent doings of “the Irving.”

Brian Bendett ’12, Dean of the Irving
The GPA
initiative, in
tandem with
the Associate
Dean for
Fraternities and
Sororities.
NYAlphan
(97:1)(Fall 2009)

Editorial on fiscal crisis of
AY 2008-2009
NYAlphan (97:1)(Fall 2009)

Irving update to membership,
NYAlphan (95:3)
(Spring 2008)

Irving technology initiative,
NYAlphan (95:3)
(Spring 2008)

Irving publications post,
NYAlphan (95:2)
(Winter 2007-2008)

The 138th Celebration
“1 – 3 – 8”
NYAlphan (94:1)
(Summer 2006)

Speaker Series
NYAlphan (94:1)
(Summer 2006)

The Irving and Phi Kappa Psi lead
the University’s CURP ’66 Priority Groups
in the West Campus Residential
Initiative
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Gables Groundbreaking A Huge Success As Over 150 Phi Psis, Cornell
Administrators, And Ithaca Luminaries Attend June Ceremony
After years of planning and the most successful fund-raising effort ever undertaken by
any college fraternity, more than 200 alumni ,
their guests, undergraduate brothers, Cornell
administrators , faculty, and local dignitaries
joined together on the afternoon of June 7 ,
1997, for ground breaking ceremonies for The
Gables.
Passing showers greeted the alumni who
had returned for Reunion Weekend but did
nothing to dampen the excitement and satisfaction well expressed by participants. Serving as
toastmaster of the event was Alumni President
James D. Campbell Jr.
' 62. Past Alumni President Winfield Shiras III
'48, one of the key early
organizers of The Gables
campaign, offered poignant glimpses back to the
days at 31 2 Thurston
Avenue and the early development of The Gables
project.
Daniel P. Meyer '87
reflected on the fraternity's development at 525
Stewart Avenue and also
on discussions with key
alumni, including Robert
W. Miller' 55, whose vision and commitment
were instrumental in
raising our sights and

Above: A toast to a job well done. Vice President for Student and Academic
Services Susan Murphy, project architect Roger Newill '68, and Phi Psi
National President Greg Knapp raise a toast to Phi Psi s future. Left: Alumni
President Jim Campbell '62 welcomes guests to groundbreaking ceremonies.
expectations.
Vice President of Student and Academic Services Susan H. Murphy (Pi
Beta Phi) extended the
congratulations of the university and made it clear
that Phi Psi's successes
would playa pivotal role
in moving other Cornell

fraternities and sororities forward in addressing
their needs to renovate and improve their
respective facilities .
Mahad Ibrahim '97 spoke for the undergraduate brothers, expressing their gratitude to
alumni whose support has made The Gables a
reality. Mahad also reflected on how The
Gables will better serve the needs of the chapter and aid in recruiting top-quality members.
He expressed the deep appreciation of the
undergraduate brothers for the outpouring of
alumni support that made the project a reality.
Following his remarks, Mahad received the
ceremonial gold shovel from project architect
Roger F. Newill ' 68 and dug the first scoop of
soil signifying the birth of The Gables. All
attendees then raised a toast to New York
(continued on page two)
Left: Chapter, national, and alumni association
leaders pose for a picture. Left to right: Mahad
Ibrahim '97; Terry Harper, executive director of
Phi Kappa Psi; Jim Campbell '62, alumni president; long-time local alumnus Fred Beck '58;
and Greg Knapp, nationalfratemity president.

Turn to center spread/or many more photos of The Gables groundbreaking!
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THE NYALPHAN
"Hail FellolVs, Well Met"
The autumnal damp soaked the scholar's leathers
well beyond the point of ruin. Reaching the edge of
the hill, he heard those incessant bells begin "Evening
Song." Below him the fields of Frederick Cornell's
dairy farm framed the Cayuga Valley, sodden with the
endless rain, and threatened by a thin, asp-like trail of
fog obscuring the view beyond the hill. The alumni
would be back for Homecoming this weekend. "Who
would come back to this?" said the soaked scholar.
"What on earth are they thinking?"
Approaching the front door of the house, the
scholar pulled at the heavy oak and heard the quick
rhapsody of chimes announcing dinner, the rush of the
brethren, and the clatter of chairs in the dining room.
Inside, it was all cordial camaraderie, good food, and
the strength afforded by the bonds. Halfway through
the cheesecake and Melvin Farney's joke, the scholar
understood the mystery. It was not Ithaca, but the
house that brought them back, and a house that met
the need of one's generation did likewise for the generations to follow. It was one continuum, one chain.
"And you are only as strong as your weakest link,"
whispered the scholar into the suds of his Genny 12Horse Ale.
The NYAlphan is a publication of the Irving
Literary Society and is distributed by the New York
Alpha Chapter of Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity at Cornell
University. Contributions-newsworthy, editorial,
and, of course, financial-are eagerly sought. Send to:
Alumni Relations Office, Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity,
P.O. Box 876, Ithaca, NY 14851-0876.
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Facility To Offer State-Of-The Art Technologies
mony was The Gables' role in the lives of curAt last, Phi Kappa Psi prepares to enter the
rent and future undergraduate Phi Psis. The
new millennium. As we all know, our brotherGables will provide important tools for these
hood will be the beneficiary of a new state-ofstudents as they pursue their undergraduate
the-art facility called The Gables. On June 7,
education. The building will offer state-of-the1997 , alumni and actives gathered at 525
art educational technoloStewart Avenue to celegies, which will serve as
brate the groundbreaking
a resource to the Phi Psi
of this project. Although
scholar. Also included in
we received one of those
the design are areas for
bad Ithaca days we all
study and an expanded
have come to know and
library.
love, people were in
Although learning is
good spirits because of
our primary purpose at
the nature of the occathis university, we can't
sion. The event was well
neglect the other aspects
attended by over 100
of life. The Gables enbrothers, plus the many
courages all these asguests invited to this joypects with its first-rate
ous event.
living, dining, and social
The program of
accommodations. The
events included the a
sum of these aspects
cappella serenading of
leaves us with a facility
The Hangovers, the
that combines all the
unveiling of the bronze
necessary components of
bear to reside in the
students' lives into one
great hall of The Gables,
great building. Cornell
and a few words from
University is such a big
people associated with
place, but with a facility
the project. We should
like The Gables, we can
all thank brother Matt
make this university
Battistella '91 and his
more intimate and confamily for the wine they
ducive to learning. These
provided for the event,
were some of the
from their Six Mile
thoughts expressed by
Creek Winery.
the many great speakers,
One purpose of the
Mahad Ibrahim takes the "gold shovel"
such as Win Shiras '48,
ceremony was to capture
(thanks to Agway and some gold paint)
Jim Campbell '62, Dan
the spirit of Old 312
in hand to take the ceremonial first dig.
Meyer '87, Susan MurThurston and the current
phy, Gregory Knapp, and Roger Newill '68.
house at 525 Stewart Avenue and to bridge the
Now that we have broken ground, we look forgap between the two generations of brothers
ward to the dedication scheduled for the fall of
who resided at these cornerstones of Phi Psi.
Many of the words spoken at the event were
1998.
directed toward the role of the Gables campaign
Mahad Ibrahim '97
in bridging that gap. Another focus of the cere-

Gables Groundbreaking A Huge Success
(continued from page one)
Alpha's achievements and to Phi Psi's long
future at Cornell. Following the toast, The
Hangovers led those assembled in the singing
of the Cornell alma mater.
With the ceremonial portion of the dedication completed, guests were invited to enjoy
wines and other beverages provided by Six
Mile Creek Vineyards, which is owned by the
Battistella family, parents of Matthew D. Battistella '91.

Also present for the ceremony was a most
impressive and yet-to-be-named large bronze
"Cornell" bear that was procured by Roger
Newill. The bear, which is pictured on pages
four and five of this issue, will grace the main
foyer and make a striking entrance to The
Gables.
With groundbreaking behind us and construction now under way, we are already looking forward to the dedication ceremonies,
which are now planned for the fall of 1998.

This issue of The NYAlphan contains a small sample of the pictures taken during the
event. An entire collection of these photos and more taken at the dedication next fall will be
put on permanent exhibit at The Gables.
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GABLES CONSTRUCTION BEGINS!
Completion Date Set For August 1, 1998
After a delay of several months, construction is now under way on The Gables. Work
that was originally expected to start this summer did not commence until late October as
final architectural details were worked out
between project architect Roger F. Newill '68
and the department of planning, design, and
construction at the university.
Early construction priorities will be given to
the removal of the facing on the existing structure and the demolition of the three-story stairwell on the south side (facing Delta Tau Delta)
of the house. Other tasks that should be well
under way by the time you read this will be the
extension of the foundation to the perimeters of
The Gables and the erection of the building
shell. Swift progress is expected in these early
stages, and much of the

building shell should be closed in before the
coldest winter weather makes its arrival in
Ithaca.
Because of the delay in the start of construction, the completi,on date for the project has
been set back to August I, 1998. According to
the contractor and those at Cornell who will be
overseeing the project, this is a realistic date
and one that should ensure that our undergraduate brothers will start the next academic year in
their new home.
With the completion date set back to August
I, dedication ceremonies have also been rescheduled for fall of 1998. Although the exact
date has yet to be set, Phi Psi alumni will be
given adequate notice to help ensure that The
Gables' dedication is the largest and greatest
event in our fraternity's long history at Cornell.

Excitement Mounts As Project Gets
UnderWay
At the biannual meeting of NYA3 on September 26, 1997, Don Kennedy , 55 announced to grads and undergrads alike that Cornell University
had given the final approval required for construction to begin on the $4
million Gables {ilroject at 525 Stewart Avenue. The announcement thwarted rumors that had begun to circulate as Phi Psi stood vacant and virtually
untouched since groundbreaking as actives returned to Ithaca for the start
of the new school year.
In days following the announcement, all doubts removed, the air about
New York Alpha was full of joy and exuberance. Brothers new and old
are excited as construction of The Gables begins. The Gables project not
only represents a new chapter in Phi Psi history, but a deeply rooted commitment by Phi Psis past and present to continuing the proud, fabled traditions of New York Alpha on the hill. Current brothers are ecstatic that
they will finally have a house they can be proud to live in, one that outsiders will envy. No longer will Phi Psi be called the ugliest house on
campus. (I'm talking about the building, not the recent composite!) The
brutalist bomb shelter of old served its purpose, but it has now taken its
place in Phi Psi history.
In addition to getting a new house to live in, current brothers also
(continued on page six)
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Above and right: NO TRESPASSING/CONSTRUCTION AREA! The
Psi U's, Sigma Phis, and Delts may have a harder time sleeping late
with work on The Gables now fully under way. These photos show the
first stage of the project, which involves the removal of the original brick
facing and room windows. At the south side of the house (toward Delt),
the fire escape is being removed to make way for the new wing. At the
north side, the main chimney is being demolished to accommodate new
construction.
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Above: Project architect Roger Newill '68; Pete McChesney, Illinois
Alpha '64, whose firm, Stewart Howe Alumni Service, coordinated the
Gables fund-raising effort; and John Benson, project manager for
Cornell's department of planning, design, and construction. Right:
Two younger brothers welcome thejraternity's new-foundfriend.

Vice President for Student and Academic Services Susan Murphy,
Phi Psi Executive Director Terry Harper, Phi Psi National President Greg Knapp, and Alumni President Jim Campbell.

We're missing some identifications here, including the couple at the left standing next to Ed Callahan '52, then Sue '54 and Jack Voigt '52, Carman Hill
'49, Bill Hagar '41, and Cletus Lauth '47.
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Let's hear itfor the class of '52! Left to right: Elden Bennett Hartshorn, Tiger Weinman,
Harlow Cameron, Jack Voigt, Ed Callahan, Dave Bacon, and Doug MacLean.
Paul Bleakley '55 and Elden Bennett Hartshorn '52.

Dan Meyer '87 and Greg Knapp exchange thoughts.

~s

about the significance
roject.

Above: Tim Wern '89 (facing the camera) enjoys the buffet
that followed groundbreaking ceremonies. Below: Other
than Mark Hennessey '87 (center), we're not going to be
able to provide identification for these smiling faces.

Left to right: Brian Dawson '75 (kneeling), Buck Briggs '76, "Z"
'76, unidentified, "Ned," Howie Borkan '81, and Dave Dunn '77.
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Phi Psi Sends Two Representatives To Leadership School
Taking a break from our summer activities,
Alex Park '99 and I, Brian Fallik '99, traveled
to Indiana to represent New York Alpha at the
1997 Woodrow Wilson Leadership School. The
event, hosted by Purdue University, enabled
brothers from all over the country to discuss the
current state of the fraternity, learn some historical foundations of the organization, and build a
framework for the future of Phi Kappa Psi and
the entire Greek community. Business aside,
the trip was also an opportunity to socialize
with Phi Psis from across the country and learn
what makes each chapter unique.
For three days, the education seminars alternated between large lectures and smaller group
peer discussions . The spea.lcers included distinguished Phi Psis and famous orators from other
national fraternities. These discourses examined
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the national media's unfavorable treatment of
Greek organizations, predicted the future of
leadership in the new century, and even presented proper etiquette for men of the '90s. In a
more informal setting, the peer group discussions presented a stage for the representatives
to voice their opinions on all facets of the
brotherhood. In these small groups, representatives analyzed practical aspects such as rush
techniques, social events, philanthropy, and
house leadership. The central theme of the
meetings involved much more than merely listening to the experiences of other brothers at
their chapters. These meetings required that
each representative apply the experiences to his
own chapter. Clearly an effective tool for determining the strengths and weaknesses of each
chapter, this process allowed participants to
gather and analyze successes and failures from
Phi Psis all over the country.
The weekend included substantial national
business in addition to the leadership seminars.
During the second evening, representatives split
into their geographical divisions for dinner and
district meetings. After hearing general comments from the outgoing archon, each chapter
presented a short synopsis of notable events
from the previous school year. District I repre-

sentatives were eager for news of The Gables at
Cornell, and the excitement increased with an
account of the ground breaking and completion
date of August 1998. Nominations for archon
followed, and Alex received a nomination from
several schools in the district. Unfortunately, he
lost an extremely close vote after several runoff elections.
Taking a break from business, we found
plenty of time for brotherhood among the hundreds of Phi Psis in attendance. Sampling the
entertainment opportunities in Lafayette, Alex
and I quickly found a spot to unwind and enjoy
Purdue in the summer. Many more Phi Psis
eventually joined us, and we relaxed and fraternized well into the nights.
The weekend retreat provided Alex and me
with an essential blueprint of the national structure of Phi Kappa Psi as well as the individual
chapters from around the United States . Furthermore, we gained information in areas vital
to the preservation of the fraternity while also
building our leadership skills and fraternity
objectives. After an intense weekend of Phi
Kappa Psi, Alex and I were eager to return and
discuss our experiences with the brotherhood.
Brian Fallik '99
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Excitement Mounts As Project Gets Under Way
(continued from page three)
understand the new responsibilities associated
with it. We, as brothers, are proud of The
Gables, even before its completion. We are
looking forward to having a house that we can
show off to friends and relatives and are committed to working hard to keep the gift of The
Gables in excellent condition. Steps have been
taken to develop new house policies regarding
upkeep of furniture and facility. The Animal
House attitude that may have been present in
the past is disappearing as actives find new
appreciation for their surroundings.
Despite lacking an official home at Cornell,

New York Alpha has been able to maintain a
strong preliminary rush . Upon returning to
campus, The Gables will provide the brotherhood with a top-notch facility and no longer
serve as a detriment to the strength of the chapter. Phi Psi will finally return to its proper
place as one of the strongest brotherhoods on
campus.
Speaking for all the brothers, I would like
to thank everyone who contri buted large
amounts of their time and money in order to
make The Gables become a reality.
Jay "Mr. Fix-It" Gill '99
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Actives Thank Alums For Gables Contributions
On Sunday, October 26, an enthusiastic
group of undergraduate brothers gathered at the
Cornell development office to call alumni to
express their appreciation for the generosity
that helped make The Gables a reality.
During the course of the early evening project, more than 450 calls were placed, which
allowed brothers to reach a significant portion
of our approximately 600 contributors. For
many it was an opportunity to express personal
appreciation or at least leave a message on an
answering machine expressing thanks.

We also took advantage of the phonathon to
do some final confirmation of previously
unspecified giving amounts and in some cases
to remind brothers that pledge payments were
now due.
The response from alumni was extremely
positive, and, from the comments made by
many, it is clear that a significant number of
those contacted are planning to make every
effort to join in celebrating the project's completion by attending the dedication ceremony
next fall.

Brothers Possess Unusual Skills And Interests
Each fall, men journey from all corners of
the Earth to arrive at Cornell University, ready
to take on the world. It is at college that they
discover themselves, surrounded by friends and
immersed in their studies. This was especially
true of the men from New York Alpha, as it
seems several have wasted little time this year
in finding their true calling and getting their
feet wet.
One of these is sophomore Daniel Bruzzo,
who recently surfaced as one of the most respected collectibles experts in the area. "DBruz," as we know him, presumably spent his
entire summer researching the vast field of
antique furniture and hard-to-find classical
items. He has put this wealth of knowledge to
good use this semester and has been known to
acquire high-quality pieces at rock-bottom
prices. As if that weren't enough, D-Bruz also
specializes in transportation and delivery of the
items he handles.
We turn now to a classmate of Dan's, young
John Rendall. Rendall, an electrical engineer, is
one of the more technically oriented New York
Alphans, as is evident by his performance on
the Speak 'N' Spell. A Picasso in his own right,
John has occasionally lent his skills to specially
chosen campus renovation projects.

A pledgemate of John's and also an engineer, Kevin Porter '99 has spent the better part
of the semester making a very personal sacrifice in the name of medical science. As part of
an intense investigation into the forms and
means of supplemental introduction of deficient
chemicals into the body, Kevin undergoes
application of a series of epidermal bandages
on a daily basis. His efforts are commendable,
and we applaud him.
Let us now focus our attention on Herbert
Smith '99. Making his big debut in the wonderful world of fashion, Herbert's timeless orange
bell-bottoms and form-fitting silk shirts in a
variety of pastel colors have admirers everywhere shouting "Super!" and "Fabulous!"
Last, but certainly not least (not by any
stretch of the imagination), we have Michael
Dickman '99. As if Dickman's achievements
thus far weren't enough of an example for the
rest of the brotherhood, he has recently brought
his musical talents to center stage and performed live for neighbors and Cornellians.
Michael has spent the past several years perfecting his art form and can now be considered
one of the premier amateur flute players in the
Northeast.
Stephen Surman '99

.. .And a good time was had by all.

Semester Going Well
For Undergrads
I want to start by thanking all of my officers
for helping get this semester of Phi Psi in collegetown off to a successful start. It hasn't been
easy adapting to the separated living arrangements and other difficulties presented by our
current living situation. I want to especially
thank the rush chairs, Brian Fallik '99 and
Howard Flowers '99, for working so hard on
finding innovative ways to lure rushees into
collegetown. This has been the best-looking
group of fall rushees we have seen in a few
years. I foresee no problem with us meeting
our goal of pledging 15 men from the out-ofhouse location.
I believe part of the reason things are off to
such a great start is because of a really producti ve retreat we had at the end of August. About
15 men were able to join me in attending this
year's undergrad retreat to the Arnot Forest. At
the two-day event, we tackled such critical
issues as keeping the brotherhood united
throughout the next year and the problems of
rushing from C-town and how to solve them.
We also came up with several ideas for the
housing contract and residence plan. I hope we
can establish this retreat as a tradition that we
follow every summer. The benefits of getting
everyone out of Ithaca and spending a few days
focusing on Phi Psi issues are enormous. In
addition, I think everyone had a good time
going to the Arnot Forest.
We are still one semester away from completing our goals and making the move into
The Gables, but I think we have started on the
right track, and I feel the brotherhood will be
able to make the transition as smooth as possible. As always, please don't hesitate to use the
e-mail listserves to contact actives and/or
alumni.
Bradley Shaw '98
President

Ned McLane '99 and Ben Norwood '97 strike a pose.

